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PHYSICIAN DIRECTORY

Key Programs: Blood and
Marrow Transplant

Directory of

• About 50 hematopoietic stem cell transplants per year
• Ability to transplant with only a 50 percent donor match

Physicians and Services

• Expertise to transplant to treat leukemias and solid
tumors, hematologic disorders, inborn errors of
metabolism and primary immunodeficiency disorders
• Works in collaboration with the USF Health pediatric
immunology program to offer transplant patients with
immunodeficiency disease
• Provides extracorporeal photopheresis when needed

Key Programs: Hematology
• Sickle cell disease, including an exchange transfusion
program and stem cell transplant

• Program is an independent National Marrow Donor
Program transplant center

• Hemophilia

• Shares Foundation for the Accreditation of Cellular Therapy
(FACT) accreditation with Moffitt Cancer Center

• Management of anticoagulation therapy in patients
on ECMO or extraventricular devices

Key Programs: Oncology

• Acute and chronic anemias

• Acute and chronic leukemias and lymphomas
• Solid tumors
• Sarcomas

• Thrombosis and coagulation disorders

• White blood cell disorders
• Platelet disorders including ITP
(Immune Thrombocytopenic Purpura)

• Neuroblastoma
• Neuro-oncology

Peter Shaw, M.D.

• Vascular tumors

Leadership

• Neurocutaneous disorders

Deputy Director:
Peter Shaw, M.D.

• Familial cancer syndromes
• Adolescents and Young Adult Oncology

Learn more at HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Cancer

Cancer & Blood Disorders
Institute
The institute specializes in treating children from infancy to young adulthood
through multidisciplinary coordinated care at every level, including blood
and marrow transplant. Peter Shaw, M.D., deputy director of the Cancer
& Blood Disorders Institute, leads the team of hematologists-oncologists.
The Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology program is expanding to focus
care on the unique needs of the 5–2 age group that is transitioning from
childhood to adulthood. The hospital is the largest enrolling institution in
the state of Florida for Children’s Oncology Group therapeutic trials
and is adopting cutting-edge therapies. The team also performs about
50 hematopoietic stem cell transplants a year and follows the haploidentical
bone marrow transplant protocol developed by Johns Hopkins Medicine,
which allows for transplant to occur with only a 50 percent donor match.

Facilities
• 28-bed private room inpatient unit
with HEPA/positive airflow, children’s
playroom and teen lounge
• Physician visits and services are also
available at Johns Hopkins All Children’s
Outpatient Care, Tampa

Patients and families can
access our care closer to
home at the following
Outpatient Care locations:

Our team works closely with
and can consult and help care
for patients at the following
affiliate locations:

–
–
–
–

– Moffitt Cancer Center
– Florida Hospital Tampa

Lakeland
St. Petersburg
Sarasota
Tampa

Senior Director, Institute Administration:
Sue van der Sommen, M.H.A., CMPE, FACHE
Senior Director of Nursing:
Debbie Del Favero, M.S.N., R.N., C.P.N., N.E.-B.C.

For physician-to-physician consult or to transfer
your patient to Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital,
please call 855-26-0220.

HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Cancer

Johns Hopkins
All Children’s LifeLine
The Johns Hopkins All Children’s LifeLine critical care transport team is
specially trained to care for children during transport, often using the
same equipment and techniques used in the hospital. When a child needs
transport for advanced care at Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital, the
LifeLine team stabilizes the patient at the sending hospital and then provides
lifesaving medical interventions en route using state-of-the-art technology
such as nitric oxide therapy and high-frequency ventilation. The team can
transport patients on extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), a
system that allows the child’s heart and lungs to rest and recover. The team
communicates during transport with specialists at the hospital, creating a
seamless handoff upon arrival. LifeLine enables regional, national and international
patients to access the expert care at Johns Hopkins All Children’s.

HopkinsAllChildrens.org

For Physician-to-Physician consult or to transfer your patient
to Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital, call:
Updated May 208

-855-26-0220

Modes of Transport
This expert team is ready to mobilize within 5
minutes using one of the following modes of transport:
• Critical care ambulances based at Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Hospital
• The LifeLine helicopter based on a helipad on
the hospital roof
• Fixed-wing transport, with the team aboard a
plane operated by a preferred provider, for longdistance or international transports

The Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital Physician

Leadership

Directory is one of the premier publications we produce

Michele R. Moran, M.S.N., R.N.

as a marketing department. This is a resource that not

Julie L. Bacon, M.S.N.-H.C.S.M., R.N.C.-L.R.N.,

Senior Director; Nursing:

Program Manager and Chief Flight Nurse:
N.E.-B.C., C.P.E.N., C.P.N., C-NPT

only lists all the physicians and their disciplines, but
serves as a marketing piece to highlight the hospital’s

Contact Us
To arrange for transport:
Call LifeLine via the Johns Hopkins All Children’s
Hospital Patient Transfer Center: 877-222-0404
or 727-767-7337.

institutes and departments as well as some of the other
services provided, such as out Lifeline team (spread

To learn more about the LifeLine program
and outreach education:
Call the LifeLine office at 727-767-4333.

pictured). This is a true collaborative effort and I’ve
been in charge of the art direction and design on this
publication for three years.

Megan Monahan, RRT
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Johns Hopkins All Children’s Access Line: -877-222-0404

For more information visit: HopkinsAllChildrens.org
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BRAND/IDENTITY SYSTEM
JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Department of
Medicine

T

he Department of Medicine covers a breadth of divisions
for pediatric, adolescent and young adult patients. Under
the direction of department chair Tony Napolitano, M.D.,
the department offers primary care, sub-specialty care,
emergency medicine and hospital based care. The Emergency Center
draws more than 48,000 visits a year and the critical care team provides
advanced care to children in the pediatric intensive care unit. The
hospitalist team specializes in caring for hospitalized children and provides
continuity of care not only at Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital
but also for the pediatric programs at Florida Hospital Tampa and Sarasota
Memorial Hospital. The Department of Medicine houses three
accredited specialty programs: Cystic Fibrosis Center, Sleep Center and
our Diabetic Care Management team. The Department of Medicine
also collaborates with USF Health and private practice practitioners to
provide comprehensive services to meet children’s needs.

JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Maternal, Fetal
& Neonatal Institute

H

ealthy babies contribute to thriving communities and
at Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital the path to good
health starts with caring for expectant mothers.
Prabhu Parimi, M.D., M.B.A., C.P.E., is director of the
Maternal, Fetal & Neonatal Institute, leading a team of OB-GYNs,
maternal-fetal medicine specialists and neonatologists who follow a value-based
care model that begins from preconception and continues through
birth and into the child’s early development years. The team believes it is
on a journey with families, striving to provide the leading perinatal and
neonatal care in the region and nation through clinical innovation, education
and research. The institute provides seamless, less-complicated options
for expectant mothers and their babies, eliminating the all-to-common
fragmentation of care. The experienced team guides women through
high-risk pregnancies and provides innovative follow-up care for their
babies in specialty areas such as cardiac disease, neonatal abstinence
syndrome and intestinal rehabilitation.
Learn more at HopkinsAllChildrens.org/MFNI

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital rated as the top neonatology
program in Florida and among the top 50 in the nation in U.S. News &
World Report children’s hospital rankings for 208-209. The hospital
ranks as the top pediatric hospital on Florida’s west coast, rating among
the nation’s best in five total categories.

The design team at Johns Hopkins All Children’s
Hospital is often charged with creating identity
systems for many of the marketing materials
we create to reinforce the brand, both internally
as well as externally. This is one such example
– a series of one-sheeters that highlighted the
hospital’s institutes and departments.

Leadership
Chair:
Tony Napolitano, M.D.
Senior Director,
Institute Administration:
Arlene Asgard, M.S.N.,
B.S.N., R.N.

JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Department of
Anesthesiology
Key Programs & Services

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital ranks as the top pediatric
hospital on Florida’s west coast, rating among the nation’s best in five
total categories in U.S. News & World Report children’s hospital
rankings for 208-209.

Leadership

• Acute pain services

• Congenital heart disease

• Cardiac anesthesia

• Difficult airway management

• Chronic pain program

• Neonatal anesthesia

• Consultative services for medically
complex pediatric patients

• Perioperative care

Director:
Prabhu Parimi, M.D., M.B.A., C.P.E.
Senior Director, Nursing:
Melissa Alstott, M.S.N./Ed.,
R.N., N.E.–B.C.
Senior Director,
Institute Administration
Chris Snyder, M.B.A., B.S.N., R.N.
JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Institute for
Brain Protection Sciences

F

rom complex pediatric neurosurgical procedures
to protocols for dealing with mental health challenges,
families around the state, the region and even the world
are looking to the Institute for Brain Protection Sciences.
Neurosurgeon George Jallo, M.D., medical director of the institute,
leads a team of neurosurgeons, neurologists, psychologists, psychiatrists,
sports medicine, child development, and other specialists in the
fields of cognitive and physical rehabilitation. The institute is one of
only a handful that focuses on all aspects of pediatric brain care.
With four neurosurgeons on staff, the neurosurgery program is the
largest in Florida. In addition to Johns Hopkins All Children’s, the
neurosurgery team performs pediatric surgeries at Tampa General
Hospital through an affiliation with USF Health. The institute has
the state’s only full-time, neonatal intensive care unit neuropsychologist
and is committed to treating the mind as well as the body.
The institute has pilot programs to train first responders on dealing
with children on the autism spectrum and is developing research
to guide the psychological care of children who have experienced
traumatic situations. A collaboration with IMG Academy brings
the sports medicine and psychology programs to their campus
in Bradenton, Florida.

Heart Institute
Leadership
Director:
George Jallo, M.D.
Senior Director,
Institute Administration:
Michelle DuJardin, J.D., FACMPE
Senior Director, Nursing:
Melissa Macogay, M.B.A, B.S.N.,
R.N., CCRN-K, N.E.-B.C.
Institute Contact:
Rita Priore, 727-767-4879
IBPS@jhmi.edu

T

he Heart Institute team provides cardiovascular care for
children and for those with congenital heart defects into
adulthood. The Fetal Heart Program specializes in the
detection, comprehensive assessment and management of
heart disease in utero with pediatric specialists from cardiology,
obstetrics, neonatology and other disciplines collaborating on patient care.
Deputy Directors Jeff Jacobs, M.D., FAAP, and Gary Stapleton, M.D.,
lead the institute, which offers pediatric cardiology services throughout
the west coast of Florida and has decades of experience in heart
transplantation. The team has been designated a Center of Excellence
in the use of devices such as extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
(ECMO), which the LifeLine critical care transport team has the expertise
to use in transporting children.

Leadership
Deputy Director:
Jeffrey P. Jacobs, M.D., F.A.C.S.,
F.A.C.C., F.C.C.P.
Deputy Director:
Gary Stapleton, M.D.
Senior Director, Nursing:
Lisa Moore, R.N. M.S.N.,
M.H.A., N.E.A.-B.C.

Learn more at HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Heart

Learn more at HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Neuro

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital rated among the Top 50 in the
nation in cardiology and heart surgery as part of U.S. News & World
Report children’s hospital rankings for 208-209. The hospital ranks as
the top pediatric hospital on Florida’s west coast, rating among the
nation’s best in five total categories.

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital’s neurology and neurosurgery
program placed amonth the top 50 in the nation in U.S. News & World
Report children’s hospital rankings for 208-209. The hospital
ranks as the top pediatric hospital on Florida’s west coast, rating among
the nation’s best in five total categories.

JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

JOHNS HOPKINS ALL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

Department of
Surgery

Cancer & Blood Disorders
Institute

P

ediatric surgeons collaborate with specialists across
departments to ensure children receive the most
comprehensive care possible. Paul Colombani, M.D.,
FACS, FAAP, chairs the department, which includes
a full spectrum of surgical care, from pediatric ambulatory wound
services to plastic and reconstructive surgery and specialized
expertise in chest wall deformities. The department offers advanced,
miniature access and minimally invasive surgery, neurosurgery,
neonatal surgery, surgical oncology care, craniofacial abnormalities,
vascular anomalies and more. The congenital diaphragmatic hernia
program achieves an unprecedented 90-plus percent success rate,
giving hope to families across the country.
Learn more at HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Surgery

Leadership
Chair:
Paul Colombani,
M.D., FACS, FAAP
Senior Director,
Institute Administration:
Natalie Potochney, M.B.A.
Associate Chief Nursing Officer:
Lisa Kerrick, M.B.A., B.S.N.,
R.N., CNOR CSSM, FACHE,
N.E.A-B.C.

T

he institute specializes in treating children from infancy to
young adulthood through multidisciplinary coordinated
care at every level, including blood and marrow transplant.
Peter Shaw, M.D., deputy director of the Cancer & Blood
Disorders Institute, leads the team of hematologists-oncologists. The
Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology program is expanding to focus
care on the unique needs of the 5–2 age group that is transitioning from
childhood to adulthood. The hospital is the largest enrolling institution
in the state of Florida for Children’s Oncology Group therapeutic trials
and is adopting cutting-edge therapies. The team also performs about
50 hematopoietic stem cell transplants a year and follows the haploidentical
bone marrow transplant protocol developed by Johns Hopkins
Medicine, which allows for transplant to occur with only a 50 percent
donor match.
Learn more at HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Cancer

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital ranks as the top pediatric
hospital on Florida’s west coast, rating among the nation’s best in five
total categories in U.S. News & World Report children’s hospital
rankings for 208-209.

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital ranks as the top pediatric
hospital on Florida’s west coast, rating among the nation’s best in five
total categories in U.S. News & World Report children’s hospital
rankings for 208-209.

Leadership
Deputy Director:
Peter Shaw, M.D.
Senior Director, Institute
Administration:
Sue van der Sommen,
M.H.A., CMPE, FACHE
Senior Director of Nursing:
Debbie Del Favero,
M.S.N., R.N., C.P.N., N.E.-B.C.

‘NO SHOW’ CAMPAIGN

The No Show campaign was part of an initiative
to change the culture at Johns Hopkins All Children’s
Hospital. The strategy was to create signage
that would remind families to call ahead if they
needed to cancel or reschedule an appointment
which would allow another family an opportunity
to be seen. When families don’t call, it can have
an adverse effect on each area’s schedule for
the rest of the day.
Our idea was to utilize kids with a vibrant,
playful tone to get this message across, marrying
clean, quick headlines and direct calls to action
with the imagery.

DIRECT MAIL CAMPAIGN
Packed up and ready for
the new school year?
Visit Us for Your
ical.
Back-to-School Phys

ildren’s
Johns Hopkins All Ch
nt Medicine
sce
ole
Ad
Pediatric and
er easy access to
Our pediatricians off
back-to-school
schedule your child’s
Call today.
physical. Don’t delay.

727-767-8917
Don’t Forget!
Your back-to-school

physical is on:

Time
Date ____________

____________

Don’t Be Late!
After a three-year run producing a similar
piece, I was tasked with coming up with a new
concept for a direct mail campaign with the
goal of increasing appointments for back to
school physicals.
The chosen concept was the backpack idea
featured here. With a strict budget in mind, but
with the goal of producing a very different design
from what came before, I introduced a die cut
along the zipper line of the backpack on the card
where a reminder card was partially inserted.
The front and back of the card were folded on top
of one another, creating a pocket that allowed
the insert to fit in. We used a clear envelope to
avoid and post office issues with the mailing.

Avoid the back-to-school rush and
schedule your appointment today.

727-767-8917

Johns Hopkins All Children’s
Outpatient Care Center
60 Fifth Street S., Suite 504
St. Petersburg, FL 3370

GFWC MAGAZINE DESIGN & LAYOUT
Generations of Service

legends and lore
Suzi Edwards, Virginia

My mother and I both enjoyed being involved in community activities.
In 1965, a friend invited me to join the GFWC Junior Woman’s Club
of Newport News (Virginia). The first project I led for my club was a
citizenship essay contest for seventh graders, where club members
awarded certificates and pins to the winners. Oftentimes, my mother
and daughter would accompany me on these school visits. My mother
was impressed by the students and the essays. At that time, in our
schools, there were many students whose families had recently
left Cuba for the U.S. and their stories were touching—
family and friends left behind, difficulty with language and
culture, and so forth.

generations
of
service
stories from gfwc families

As both my mom and I were only children, we hung out together
quite a bit and shared friends, church, club work, and activities.
My grandmother lived with my mom and dad in the adjacent town,
and we were all together frequently. My mother and grandmother
were both members of my club. Even though they have passed away
my mom's photo is still on the Presidents Wall at the clubhouse. My
grandmother had some interesting stories about her club work. For
instance, she heard there was a flower show that was an important
event at the club. She did not, however, hear the rule about having to
grow or arrange the flowers yourself. She went to the premier florist
in town, ordered their biggest arrangement, and when "her" entry
arrived it was suitable for a Mafia funeral. It swept the show. None
of that ikebana stuff for her! The others ladies were miffed, but we
thought it was hilarious. I don't have a photo of her entry, but it is
the stuff of legend and grows bigger with every telling. My husband's
family lived in Newport News, too, and I often drove his mother to the
club for meetings and luncheons.

Federation membership is a gift that may be passed on from
generation to generation. Mothers, daughters, granddaughters,
sisters, nieces, aunts, cousins, and in-laws share a passion for
community improvement through volunteer service. Being a part of the same
club, or another Federated club many miles away, has brought families together
by sharing a common bond.
On the following pages, women of all ages and locales share their stories about
strengthened familial ties and camaraderie through a common woman’s club
bond. GFWC is proud to be a part of your family’s history.

My Federation Family
Suzi Edwards
Mary M. Wright (grandmother)
Lucille W. Kates (mother)
Emma Edwards (mother-in-law)

Juniorettes
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What is a JuNiorette?

GFWC Juniorettes are young women
in middle, junior,
and high schools with a passion for
community
improvement through volunteer service.
Oftentimes,
their mother, grandmother, or other
influential women in
their life are clubwomen.

GettiNg Started

by an active GFWC
All Juniorette clubs must be “sponsored”
involved with Juniorettes
Junior or General club. Becoming
of the sponsor club, the
requires a commitment on the part
members.
club advisor, and the Juniorette club
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TOP 10 WAYS TO

IGNITE JUNIORETTES
1.

•
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Hold a Penny Drive for your favorite GFWC Partner. Place jars around
your school and local businesses asking for spare change to support
whichever partner your club chooses. A list of current GFWC Partners
can be found at www.GFWC.org.
Host a Basketball Shot-a-thon to raise money for your clubs
favorite cause. Money can be raised based on the amount
of free-throws made or number of participants. Have
healthy snacks and water available and be sure to plan
some additional fun games.

•

Success Stories

•

There are countless opportunities for Juniorettes to make a difference in communities near and
far. The projects and causes undertaken by Juniorettes vary from club to club, but they all share
a common theme—improving communities while learning valuable leadership skills.
The GFWC Juniorette Earth Angels of Somers (Connecticut) Remembrance
Tree project won the 2012 Community Improvement Program Award in the
Juniorette category. After a member's uncle was deployed to Afghanistan, the
club's personal connection to the troops led them to research ways to honor
soldiers killed in action. They created a Remembrance Tree, and placed bios
and photos of fallen heroes on wooden stars. Today, the tree holds 61 stars and
travels throughout Connecticut in appreciation of the ultimate sacrifice.

10

For more information on chartering a new GFWC Juniorette club,
peruse the newly revised GFWC Juniorette Handbook online
at www.GFWC.org/ClubManual or purchase a printed
copy through the GFWC Marketplace at www.GFWC.
org/Marketplace or 1-888-443-GFWC (4392).

Listen to their ideas and concerns.
Recognize members’ efforts with
small tokens of appreciation.

8.

Consider Juniorettes’ opinions and
feelings. Be willing to learn from
them.

9.

Be flexible. School work and afterschool activities may interfere with
club meeting, so establish a meeting
schedule that suits most members and
offer alternative solutions to those
who cannot make every meeting.

10. Have fun!
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The Health Issue

THE GFWC WELLNESS SURVEY

AGE:

20-29 30-39

1%

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-79

80-89

90+

6%

20%

35%

28%

7%

1%

3%

NUTRITION &
WELLNESS

EXERCISE

had a small, but dedicated staff that contribute content

How active do you
consider your lifestyle
to be?

for each issue, while I was in charge of budgeting space,

How nutritionconcsious do you
consider yourself to be?

Very 53%
Somewhat 39%
Not very 8%

managing advertising and ultimately layout and design. I

Do you exercise?

Very 51%
Somewhat 47%
Not very 2%

How often do you exercise?

96%

also handled editing and occasional writing duties. Such

YES

was life at a small non-profit organization!

I don't 4%
Rarely 24%
Once a month 1%
Once a week 6%
Twice a week 21%
Three+ times a week 44%

When do you prefer to exercise?

69%

In the morning

In the afternoon 20%
In the evening 11%

When you exercise, what's your favorite activity?
Walking 50%
Classes (yoga, aerobics,
Zumba, etc. 19%
Other 16%
Swimming 6%
Weightlifting 4%
Organized Sport 3%
Running 2%

As the sole designer of all things GFWC, I didn’t get
the luxury of spending a lot of time crafting layouts and

Spinning, clogging, gardening,
line dancing, martial arts, Wii Fit,
housework, walking the dog

ideas as I juggled the dual titles of Art Director and

my best to produce the best publication we could.

5. Involve them in
planning activities and projects. This
is their club.
6.
7.

•
Celebrate democracy! While the majority of Juniorettes
are not able to vote just yet, it is still helpful to educate yourself
and your community about the importance of voting and the electoral
process. It is never too early to learn about issues facing our nation. All
ages can get involved and make a difference in our nation.

the production of GFWC’s bi-monthly magazine. We

creative aspect, and given our tight time frames, I did

Educate them about the benefits of
belonging to GFWC as
well as the wide variety
of program and project
offerings.

4. Treat them as
equals. You are there to
advise, not dictate.

• Invest in the environment by cleaning up a
local park or starting a recycling initiative. Show your
community why conservation is important and how
everyone can work together to make small changes that
can provide a lasting impact.

One of the primary responsibilities in my position was

Communications Director. I did, of course, enjoy the

Keep promises by following through
with plans and activities.

3.

Volunteer at a local nursing home or food
pantry. Whether it's stocking shelves or reading
to a resident, organizations like these are always
in need of volunteers with lots of energy and
positive attitudes.

Stay after school and help other students
who need academic assistance. By tutoring,
you can help others reach their full potential,
while also sharpening your skills in a specific
subject. Find what you're good at and share your
knowledge.

The Florida Juniorettes proved that conservation in en vogue when
they presented a recycling fashion show. Fashions included
a dress and shoes made from juice containers, while another
dress was created from shredded plastic bags.

Communicate via phone, email, text,
and social media to keep the lines of
communication open between the
advisors and Juniorettes.

2.

l

Spreading holiday cheer is one of the GFWC Central Oregon Juniorettes favorite activities. They
baked and decorated six dozen cookies in conjunction with the local Meals on Wheels© program.
When they delivered the cookies to their local senior center, the Juniorettes entertained the
folks by singing carols. The girls were delighted to receive a very nice thank you note from Meals
on Wheels© that complemented them on their baking skills.

!

Juniorettes

17
juNiorette activities

To request a copy of the complete survey results,
email PR@GFWC.org.
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If you were to make a nutritious choice for a
meal, what would you most likely do?
Choose a meal with fresh,
whole ingredients like
grains & fruits 49%
Choose low-fat, sugar-free
or 'diet' alternatives 23%
Avoid an ingredient such
as fat, salt, carbs, etc. 19%
Choose a meal high in
fiber 5%
Choose a meal made from
organic ingredients 5%
How many hours of sleep do you get per night,
on average?

5 or less

7%

6 to 7

58%

How stressful would
you say your life is?
VERY 13%
NOT AT ALL 19%

68%
SOMEWHAT

8 to 9

34%

More than 9

1%

If you can't fall
asleep, what are you
most likely to try?

Reading a
book 52%

What is your favorite
stress reliever?

Reading a
book 28%
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LOON MOUNTAIN BROCHURE

loonmtn.com
800.229.LOON

New territory. classic resort liviNg.

aNd Nature's familiar touch.

Millions of years ago, glaciers began carving the landscape that makes New Hampshire’s White Mountains so unique today. And with the
creation of South Peak ResortSM, we’re taking a great mountain and simply putting the finishing touches on Mother Nature’s masterpiece.

While working as a studio artist for allen & gerritsen,
I was given the assignment to art direct and design the
seasonal brochure for Loon Mountain resort in

The 2007-2008 winter season marks the planned opening of Loon® Mountain’s South Peak. The brand new high-speed quad, connector quad, 50
acres of intermediate and advanced terrain, and resort condominiums add even more to the Loon experience. And this is just the beginning.
Centex Destination Properties®, one of the nation’s premier developers of resort and secondhome communities, is working with us and developing nearly 400 acres of prime real estate
located between the mountain and the Pemigewasset River. South Peak Resort will be an
upscale, year-round mountain destination, including slopeside and riverside condominiums
and home sites. Planned amenities include a private slopeside owners’ club, indoor/
outdoor pool pavilion, hot tubs, fitness center, ice-skating rink, hiking and biking trails,
and much more. This truly will be a destination to come home to.
With its superior accommodations and close proximity to Loon’s newest trails,
South Peak Resort is sure to meet the highest of resident standards. Please visit
southpeakresort.com or call 866-LOON-872 for more information.

New Hampshire.
Featured on the page is the cover to the brochure, as well
as a pair of inside spreads.

®

Some or all of the proposed amenities or other elements described have not yet been constructed. Our vision for the project continues to evolve, components are subject to change, and additional fees, requirements and conditions may apply. The Contract of Purchase and related documents contain
the only representations and warranties of Centex Destination Properties (“CDP”) regarding the project. CDP does not own or control the Loon Ski Area and makes no guarantees with respect to the use and development thereof. Loon® is a registered trademark under the laws of the United States
of America owned by Loon Mountain Recreation Corporation. Loon Mountain Recreation Corporation disclaims any and all liability to any third party relating to or arising from any property, goods, or services offered by Licensee. Phases 8-22 of this Condominium are not yet registered with the New
Jersey Real Estate Commission and nothing herein is intended to constitute an offer to New Jersey residents. As to the homesites: This project is registered with the Massachusetts Real Estate Board.
PA Reg. #OL001055. These materials shall not constitute an offer or solicitation in any state where prior registration is required. Void where
prohibited by law. Centex Destination Properties® is a registered trademark of Centex Corporation in the U.S. or other countries. Reg. U.S. Pat. & TM Off.

it before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property.

Loon Mountain 2007-2008

Obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read

Loon Mountain 2007-2008
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, AUCTION!
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through the Johns Hopkins All Children’s Foundation.
The Vinoy Renaissance Resort
St. Petersburg, FL 3370

Each year a committee voted on a theme and encouraged

there's

attendees to dress the part. For 2020 the theme was

n0 place

Hooray for Hollywood and I was assigned as creative

like

lead. My design married an art deco font with a Saul
Bass 1960s movie poster feel as shown in the collateral
to the right. Unfortunately, the pandemic forced the
cancellation of the event, which was scheduled in April
of 2020. Much of the materials were already produced,
including what you see here.

For sponsorship information, please contact the
Johns Hopkins All Children’s Corporate Engagement Team
at 727-767-499 or achcorpengagement@jhmi.edu.

Clockwise from top:
Digital Event Banner
VIP Passes
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Mark your calendars for the Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Hospital VIP AUCTION 2020—
Lights, Camera, Auction! It’s a night
celebrating cinema and benefiting children
in our community and beyond. Dress
as your favorite star, starlet or movie
character and be ready to play your
part in the live and silent auctions,
enjoy a great meal and have a lot of
fun before the credits roll.

RED HOT HOCKEY
Feature story

Feature story
CorneLL vs. boston university 11.28.09

Co r neLL v s. bo sto n univ er sity 1 1 .2 8 .0 9

10 elephants standing there. It’s just an amazing experience.”

routine. I won’t forget that feeling of how excited I was for my first

For every player, though, no matter what the venue, once the game
begins, it’s business as usual – though, to be fair, nothing about the
Garden is ‘usual.’

game.”
For their part, if they had to choose between playing one game at
Madison Square Garden or one game at Lynah Rink, the personal memories

“The benches are kind of a triangle shape, so one period, you’ll have
all kinds of leg room, and the next, it’s so cramped that you can barely
even fit into the player’s box,” said o’Byrne. “The New York fans are very
vocal, too. We played there during a playoff fight, and it was very
intense, a great experience.”

they had playing in the intimate atmosphere at Lynah made selecting
Cornell’s rink an easy choice over playing in Manhattan.
“Lynah’s where I had the best years of my life,”
o’Byrne said. “Playing there with the great enthusiasm of
the crowd was a feeling I’ll never forget, and I’d take one

There was so much energy in the building that night [two years
ago], it was easy to be pumped up for the game, but once

more game at Lynah Rink over a game at Madison Square
Garden.”

we went through the pre game routines, I just tried to

“The combination of hockey and education at

focus on the game and enjoy the experience,”

Cornell is great, and it makes it a very special place

said Greening.

to play,” said Murray. “The game is the main focus

While both Murray and o’Byrne recognize

of the fans on campus, and that makes it very

how special it is to have the opportunity

similar to life in the NHL. Having experienced

to play at Madison Square Garden as

both, I’ve got stronger memories at Lynah Rink,

professional players, they both felt

and I’d have to say playing at Lynah was greater.”

fortunate to have played their collegiate

Murray credits the coaching staff at Cornell

careers at Lynah Rink, the home of the

with helping to foster that environment and

Big Red in Ithaca, N.Y. With its intimate

helping players reach their ultimate goal of

atmosphere and raucous crowd, Lynah Rink

THE GRAND

is as special to the college game as Madison

STAGE

2009, 2011 and 2013. Not only was the initial Red Hot
Hockey game the first collegiate hockey game to ever
sell out the renowned 18,200-seat arena, but the 2009,
2011 and 2013 editions also managed to fill the building
to capacity.
Featured are some of the materials from the Red Hot
Hockey events in 2009, 2011 and 2015. They are:
RHH logo
RHH game program cover
RHH game program inside spread
RHH 2015 digital graphic (horizontal)
RHH 2015 digital ad (vertical)
RHH digital signage outside Madison Square Garden

more common than it actually was,” Murray
said of the Lynah Rink experience. “There’s a

that at other schools. For me, coming from
outside the college culture, I thought (the

former Cornell hockey player Douglas Murray, now a

atmosphere at Lynah Rink) was the same

said sophomore defenseman Keir Ross. “The events that have taken place there are monumental,

defenseman for the San Jose Sharks. “Then, walking

across the country, and quickly realized there’s

and it will be incredible to be allowed to compete in a place like that.”

into the arena, it hits you – you can’t help but think

nothing that compares to playing there.”

of all the legendary battles that have gone on there
in the past.”
“It’s one of my favorite places to play in the

“I’d never caught a game at Cornell until
playing my first game there,” said o’Byrne. “I

It starts when you
see the schedule.
Then, walking into
the arena, it hits
you – you can’t help
but think of all the
legendary battles
that have gone on
there in the past.”

guys who would not have gone on to play
professionally if not for his preparation, and
the environment is a huge part of that.”
To the college kids taking the ice
tonight, many with NHL aspirations of their
own, there’s just something special about
playing at The Garden.
“There are very few places that have as
much energy as Lynah. It never gets stale
playing there and I’m sure it never will,”
believes Ross. “MSG will just have a totally
different feel. There will be a lot more
people, but it won’t feel like they’re right on
top of you and it may not seem as loud. But
I think the sheer numbers and the setting

dOUgLAS MURRAY

came down for my visit in the spring after the

Cornell ‘03

will be unbelievable. Especially considering
it’s my first time playing there, it should be
pretty overwhelming – in a good way.”

league, after our home games in Montreal,” said

season was over, so I think I was more in awe

former Cornellian Ryan o’Byrne, who now plays for

of my first game at Lynah than I was for my first game at Madison Square

game here two years ago, Greening has at least some idea about what to

for you, all the while knowing where you are playing is something I will never forget,” Greening

the Montreal Canadiens. “Being three or four stories

Garden.

expect from the atmosphere inside The Garden and how that compares to

added.

up, that’s so unusual. You’re warming up before

“Playing junior hockey was nothing compared to playing at Lynah,”

one of the veterans who played in the

playing at Lynah Rink.

The thrill of playing at The Garden doesn’t just apply to the college hockey players in

the game, knocking around a soccer ball under the

he continued. “I just remember the chills I got and the overall excitement

“The energy in the building was so easy to feed off of that it

tonight’s game, however. Even those who have left their college playing days behind and now

stands, and you kick a ball too far away and there’s

– the fans doing their chants, the throwing of the newspapers, the whole

reminded me of the feeling I get when I play at Lynah,” he said. “Both

22

for the Red Hot Hockey events which took place in 2007,

much about college hockey, I thought it was

passionate group of fans, and you don’t get

“Looking up at over 18,000 fans, a lot of which were Cornell fans, and hearing them cheer

I had the privilege of working on the marketing materials

“Growing up in Sweden and not knowing

pressure in playing there, in front of such a

play there was unbelievable.

in New York City.

Lynah faithful an eye-opening experience.

Famous Arena on their upcoming schedules.

Garden is known all over the world as one of the greatest venues for sports, and to be able to

University, on the grand stage of Madison Square Garden

freshman, making their debut in front of the

get butterflies when they see the World’s Most

rich past of entertainers and athletes,” said senior captain Colin Greening. “Madison Square

college hockey powers, Boston University and Cornell

Rink until stepping foot on campus as a

ply their trade in the National Hockey League still

“It was an incredible experience [two years ago] to play in a place that has a storied and

Red Hot Hockey is a biennial event pitting two perennial

level,” Murray said. “There are a lot of

Neither player had seen a game at Lynah

likely be the highlight for many of the players involved, and a thrill for the coaches

“It starts when you see the schedule,” said

“The way (head coach Mike) Schafer
coaches, it’s suited toward the professional

experience for their first game at Lynah Rink.

match-up, like the meeting two years ago between Cornell and Boston University, will

“obviously, I was really excited when I heard we’d be playing at Madison Square Garden,”

such as Madison Square Garden.

Besides the two players sharing a position on
the blue line, they also both shared a unique

s one of the biggest games of this year’s national college hockey schedule, tonight’s

and fans who will be a part of the festivities.

having a chance to play at world-class venues,

Square Garden is to the professional game.

bybykevin
kevinZeise
Zeise

A

playing in the National Hockey League – and
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RADIOTHON
Front—3 color Mock

Radiothon 2016 T-Shirt

Radiothon
T-Shirt
Front

t-shirt color
Ash

Front ink co

Radiothon
CARES FOR KIDS!

Blue

pms 3

December 1 & 2, 2016

Red

pms 1
Back—3 color Mock

tune in to make a difference

Dark Gray

pms 4

Put your money
where the
miracles are.

Radiothon is a two day event that takes place
in December and is one of Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Hospital’s most visible fundraising
events of the year. Partnering with US 103.5 FM,
radio hosts conduct interviews with patients,
families, doctors and staff to raise money to
ensure the children have the best care.
I was privileged to work on a concept that would
carry through a three-year span and the materials
featured here are a product of that exploration.
We were able to use a local radio station to do
a photo shoot with three former patients (flyer,
pictured) that became the promotion campaign.
In addition, I designed the event t-shirt as well as
digital signage that ran during and after the event
on the hospital’s website and intranet.

Carolina Classic Strings

GFWC ANNUAL CONVENTION

The Carolina Classic Strings are
experienced professionals with
various musical backgrounds. Formed
in 1994, the quartet includes sisters
Susan Howren (violin) and Melanie
Freeman (cello); and husband and
wife, Peter and Anna Swic (violin,
viola). Peter, Anna, and Melanie are
joining us tonight. Each musician holds
a degree in music and has a private
teaching studio. Melanie began her
professional career with the Charlotte
Symphony Orchestra at age 16, and
is a former principle cellist with the
Charlotte Philharmonic Orchestra.
Anna is a former member of the
Asheville Symphony Orchestra and the
South Carolina Philharmonic. Peter is

TRANS
FORM
ING
OUR
WORLD

Gala

currently a member of the Charlotte
Symphony Orchestra.

The General Federation of Women’s Clubs is a 125year old non-profit organization based in Washington,
D.C. Each year, usually towards the end of June, GFWC
holds its annual Convention, based on the choice of the
International President, who serves a two-year term. In
2013 the Convention was be held in Hollywood, Florida,
so I was tasked with designing a concept that evoked a
‘Gold Coast’ theme, ‘Gold Coast’ being the nickname for
the region.
In 2012, the convention was held in Charlotte, N.C. The
butterfly concept was about the seventh one I created
that finally got the green light. I think it mirrors the
‘Transforming’ aspect of the tagline really well though,
so all smiles in the end. As our international president
kept telling me when I presented her with a new concept,
“This isn’t it, but I’ll know which one is when I see it.”
Gotta love detailed feedback.

GFWC
Annual Convention
Saturday, June 16, 2012
Charlotte, North Carolina

DIGITAL
DESIGN
PETERCHARBONNEAUDESIGN

PETERCHARBONNEAUDOTCOM

SAFE RETURN INFOGRAPHICS
Here
For You.
Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Hospital

6 WAYS

OFFICE
VISIT or
TELEHEALTH?

Our Emergency Center is open 24 hours a day.
If your child needs care right away—like for a
broken bone, a deep cut, chest pains or palpitations,
or any other emergency—we’re here and
ready to care for your child. We’re taking all
precautions so that patients who have or
are suspected to have COVID-9 are treated
in separate areas, away from others.

we’re keeping

KIDS SAFE during

OFFICE VISITS
1. We screen all patients ahead of time and
direct those with COVID-19 symptoms to the
Emergency Center when appropriate.
2. We also screen and limit patients to one adult
guardian so you’ll encounter fewer people.
3. Well children and those who need vaccinations
are treated in separate areas from sick children.

5 KEYS

to considering

TELEMEDICINE
for your child.

1. Not appropriate for emergency situations.
Call 9-1-1 or visit the Emergency Center.

If you’re not sure if your child needs to
come in, give us a call. We’re here to answer
your questions so you can decide what’s
best for your family.

Call us: 727-898-7451

2. Not available for lab and radiology tests.

4. If you don’t have a mask, we’ll have one for you.

3. Useful in some screening or follow-up
situations when a clinical expert believes
it’s appropriate.

5. We screen all staff for COVID-19 daily, and
they are required to wear masks.

4. Not able to replace an in-person back-toschool or sports physical.

6. We maintain social distance and we clean
surfaces frequently.

5. Sometimes appropriate for behavioral
health discussions.

Call us: 727-898-7451

Call us: 727-898-7451

HopkinsAllChildrens.org

Here are

5 THINGS

The pandemic created an understandable apprehension

we’re doing to keep you safe in our

in people to return to places where risk of catching

PREPARED.

or spreading the Coronavirus was seen as a risk and

We’re here for your family when the
unexpected happens. In an emergency,
call 9-1-1 or come straight to our
Emergency Center. Our team is ready to
help your child 24 hours a day.

that included hospitals and healthcare facilities.
Unfortunately, ones or a child’s health can’t and shouldn’t
be put off. To that end, Johns Hopkins All Children’s
came up with a safe return campaign to alleviate parents’
fears and to show that we were taking extra precautions

EMERGENCY
CENTER

We’re

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital

EMERGENCY
CENTER

2. Patients who have or are suspected
to have COVID-19 are treated in separate
areas, away from others.
3. We limit patients to one adult guardian,
and also limit wait times as much as
possible so you’ll encounter fewer people.

Don’t delay care—we’ve taken extra steps
to keep you safe while you’re here, so
you can feel secure in getting your child
the care he or she needs. We can help
your child now, so an illness or injury
doesn’t get worse later.

4. Everyone over the age of 3 is required to
wear a mask in the hospital. If you don’t
already have a mask when you get here,
we’ll have one for you.

HopkinsAllChildrens.org/EC

HopkinsAllChildrens.org/EC

VISITS

to ensure a safe visit to our hospital.

1. We screen all patients, visitors and
staff for COVID-19 symptoms.

Here
For You.
In an emergency, you should call 9-- or come
directly to the Emergency Center. Please keep
in mind, we cannot give any medical information
over the phone, or predict wait times.

HopkinsAllChildrens.org/EC

5. All staff are required to wear masks,
wash hands and use hand sanitizer
as we maintain social distance and
disinfect surfaces frequently. Providers
wear additional personal protective
equipment while caring for your child.

Working with our social media manager and one of our
copywriters, we came up with a series of infographics
Here’s what to

that have run on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter meant

EXPECT before your

CHILD’S SURGERY

to engage and inform in a visual way.
Children may need an operation for
many reasons, and postponing surgery
can impact your child’s health in the
long run. You can depend on us to take
extra precautions to protect your child’s
wellbeing during the COVID-19 pandemic,
so kids can get the care they need now.

We’ve seen engagement on these perform well across
the social platforms and as our daily census continues
to return to previous levels we are seeing much of that
apprehension lifting.
The infographics were well received internally and

SURGERY

design and adapted it for use across its network.

If the test is positive, you and your
child’s primary care physician will be
notified so your child can receive the
care he or she needs, and the surgery
will be rescheduled.

screening
reduced wait

5
MORE WAYS
we’re protecting your family’s
WELL-BEING
1. Before surgery, the patient’s parent or
guardian is also screened for COVID-19
symptoms.
2. Patients may have one parent or guardian
with them in the hospital, and you and
your child will be taken to an individual
room when you arrive, so you’ll encounter
fewer people during your child’s stay.

4. Providers wear additional personal
protective equipment during surgery
and any time they are directly caring
for your child.
5. Surfaces are cleaned and disinfected
frequently.

clean surface

wipe & disinfect
surfaces
hand sanitizer

Here are

3. All staff are required to wear masks,
wash hands and use hand sanitizer,
and maintain physical distance, unless
providing medical care.

PPE

physical distance

Johns Hopkins Medicine in Baltimore has taken the

If your child’s test is negative, we’ll
move forward with the surgery.

face mask

Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital

GENERAL

Two to three days before an elective
surgery, your child will be tested for
COVID-19. This is to protect your child
and to protect other patients, families
and staff from exposure.

HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Surgery
elevator
physical distance

Here
For You.
Our surgery team is specially trained to treat
children of all ages with a range of common and
complex conditions. Visit HopkinsAllChildrens.
org/Surgery to learn more.

HopkinsAllChildrens.org/Surgery

KIOSK PANELS

Working with our copywriting team as well as our
marketing liaisons, I get to create quarterly panels for
our kiosks, which are placed in various high-traffic areas
throughout the hospital and select Outpatient Care
Centers.
We submit content through the liaisons, who work with
their service lines to identify information that can live
for three month intervals around the hospital. We often
focus on the patient experience, but we leave room to
also highlight the hospital’s history or people and areas
of the hospital that otherwise go unheralded.

SCREENSAVER/CAMPUS SIGNAGE

I collaborate with our writers and marketing liaisons
to produce batches of monthly screensavers that
get displayed on monitors throughout the hospital.
Messaging can be informational, educational or it can
simply be a warm greeting to a child spending his or her
first night in a room. The screensavers are very frontfacing and can hit several targeted groups, from patients
and families to our clinical staff.

V IDEO
CREATIVE
PETERCHARBONNEAUDESIGN
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LET’S KICK CANCER

Perhaps the piece I’m most proud of in my time at
Johns Hopkins All Children’s, the Let’s Kick Cancer
video featuring members of the Tampa Bay Rowdies
was a collaborative effort with our videographer Juan
Zayas. Juan and I brainstormed an idea to utilize our
partnership with the Rowdies and were given the
green light by leadership to pursue it. We had nearly
full creative control, and built the video idea from
storyboard to script to shoot.
The video pits one of our patients, Vance against thenRowdies midfielder Juan Guerra. The vision I pitched
was the classic scene in Raiders of the Lost Ark where
Indiana Jones is confronted by the giant swordsman.
Weary and tired, Indy watches the swordsman show off
his deft skills, only to shoot him in a scene very much
played for laughs. I was looked at a bit funny in pitching
this scene for our video at a children’s hospital, but it
was in tone only. The video shows Juan showing off with
a bunch of juggling techniques, motioning to Vance with
an ‘Ok, show me what you’ve got” gesture. Vance steps
up and just boots the ball right between Juan’s legs and
into the goal.
The video was shown at halftime at a Rowdies match
during Childhood Cancer Awareness Month.

Let’s Kick Cancer Video
Tampa Bay Rowdies at Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital
https://youtu.be/mUBtPZQ9Fyg

‘ALL IN’ EMPLOYEE GIVING

I’m always looking to hone and expand my skills in my
chosen profession and I used the pandemic to take a
deeper dive into AfterEffects. I was able to see the need
for more animated typography in the hospital’s video
projects and have begun collaborating in earnest with
our videographer to enhance our already well-received
productions. The video linked here is an example of
that. Our AllIn campaign asks staff at the hospital to
give back to fellow colleagues who are or may end up in
need during the year. During the pandemic, this kind of
ask is a little more challenging, so the tone was shifted
to more of a ‘Thank You’ to those that have given and
continue to give.

All In Employee Giving Campaign
Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital
https://vimeo.com/457074458/d1d269bafc

‘HOW TO POWERPOINT’ VIDEO

Everyone knows PowerPoint. Not everyone loves
PowerPoint. Still fewer may even know the basics
of PowerPoint. With these statements in mind, my
colleague Nannette and I were asked to create a brief
how-to video that would allow hospital employees to
grasp the basics in setting up a PowerPoint project that
was brand compliant. It allowed us to collaborate with
Juan our videographer, write a script, record video,
play with AfterEffects and observe the editing process
in FinalCut Pro – essentially art direct this piece from
start to finish. The video has been well-received and we
since it was an internal piece housed on the hospital’s
intranet, it afforded us the opportunity to be a bit more
playful and add our personality to it.

How To PowerPoint
Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital Extended Learning
https://vimeo.com/allchildrens/review/329635574/7fce985657
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T-SHIRT DESIGN
Spec—Back

Trauma Center T-shirt Mock

t-shirt color
Sport-Tek dri-fit True Navy

ink color—3 color spot back

BACK

pms white
pms 299
pms 24

Everyone wants a t-shirt! We get a lot of
requests for t-shirt designs at the hospital and
we often have to be strategic as to where we can
devote our efforts to promote the entity while
still protecting the brand. To the right are two
examples of t-shirt designs I’ve had the privilege
to design. Our Trauma Care team recently broke
from a joint collaboration with Bayfront Hospital
to become its own entity which will allow our
patients quicker, more effective trauma care.
To celebrate, the team requested a t-shirt to
promote the visibility of it’s new solo designation.
I worked with the Trauma Care leadership team
to design a graphic for the back of the shirt
that showed the team’s range of care
throughout Florida.

Back

The second example is a t-shirt design
promoting Sickle Cell Awareness Month, which
takes place in September.
At the bottom are a series of concept t-shirt
designs for local non-profit organization Girls
Rock Camp - St. Pete which raises money to
provide instruments for young girls to pursue
their love of music. The camp culminates in a
concert at the end of the summer featuring all
the campers. I had reached out about a potential
fundraiser idea and after a conversation with
the organization’s leaders, ended up working on
these concepts. The pandemic unfortunately
halted the camp for the summer.
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I want every girl
in the world to pick up
a guitar and

START SCREAMING

Courtney
Love

Girls Rock St.Pete
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LOGO DESIGN – VARIOUS
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WHAT’S HAPPENING ON THE WATER

U.S. WATERCRAFT INSPECTIONS
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INSPECTION INCREASES FOR 2021

89%
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Website design concept for my friend Adam the Captain Adam of said piece. I had previously
designed a logo for his charter boat startup,
Greenflash Charters and in the midst of working
with he and my friend Allycen on a startup
boating app, I pitched him this website idea to
help build his personal brand.
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Book now

Coast Guard inspections can save lives... including your own.

Book now
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RECORD STORE DAY
DJ Kalani
The Vultures

New Fang

South Hill Banks

Ba n a n as

R eco r ds

RECORD
STORE
DAY
SATU RDAY, APRI L 1 8
9 a.m. to Close

Nick Howard
Ordinary Elephant
Jantsen

Danny & Alex

Fever Beam
Food Provided by

Big Red BBQ

My work at the hospital is both challenging and
fulfilling, but I am always happy to get to flex my
creative technique, especially if it revolves around
music. I have a great relationship with the good
people of Bananas Records in St. Petersburg and
for the past three years they have asked me to
design the poster and t-shirt promoting Record
Store Day. RSD is an annual event that is very
popular among vinyl enthusiasts where popular
artists release special edition vinyl singles and
albums that are pressed exclusively for the day.

12287 22ND AVENUE n.
St. PETERSBURG

FREELANCE POSTER DESIGN

SO
UL

BANANAS RECORDS presents

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
THE INDEPENDENT BAR
10 p.m. – 1 a.m. No Cover

FRESH STEP
MEOW-MIX-A-LOT
WONDERBREAD

Music is essentially in my bloodstream. I
jumped at the chance to do poster design to
promote music nights for local St. Pete bar, The
Independent. There are often eclectic poster
designs adorning the walls of the Indie, and I’m
pleased that my designs are among them. To
the right are a few examples of the work I’ve
done. I have really enjoyed the process on these
freelance designs and I feel it’s some of my
best work.

NIGHT

1049 Central Ave. St. Petersburg

FREELANCE POSTER DESIGN
BAN AN A S R ECOR DS A N D
TH E I N DE PE N DE NT BAR PRE S E NT
BANANAS RECORDS IS PROUD TO WELCOME
FREAKLOVE II HEADLINERS & NOISE ROCK ICONS

JUNE 21
MEOW- MIX-A- LOT
WONDE RBRE AD
SOGGY

ME MORIEZ

CELEBRATE
& SUPPORT
10 PM – CLOSE
1049 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL

Two more examples of the freelance poster
design I’ve been lucky to create.

A
A
A PLACE
PLACE
PLACE
TO
TO
TOBURY
BURY
BURY
STRANGERS
STRANGERS
STRANGERS
FOR AN IN-STORE
MEET-AND-GREET/SIGNING

SUNDAY,
SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY
SUNDAY,FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY999
5:30 - 7 P.M.
5:30
5:30 -- 77 P.M.
P.M.

2887 22nd AVENUE NORTH
ST. PETERSBURG

Logo concepts
Joey Kramer
Technical
Skate Shops

Logo_SkullSoulPatch_001

SPEC WORK – VARIOUS

Gary Greenberg_ Creative Director
Peter Charbonneau_ Designer

Top left: concept design for Technical Skate Shops,
Boston, MA. Technical Skate Shops was owned by
Aerosmith drummer Joey Kramer and my creative
director at allen & gerritsen, Gary Greenberg and I put
together some ideas for apparel in the store.
Top right: cover design for Great Moments in
Massachusetts Hockey book. The book was an idea for a
local youth hockey league to sell as a fund raiser. I was
brought in through a relationship with Bernie Corbett,
the BU radio play-by-play talent who worked with the
organization.
Bottom left: jersey design for Boston Blazers indoor
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lacrosse team. The Blazers were making their National
Lacrosse League debut in 2008 and allen & gerritsen
was on board to provide design and brand consulting.

q

Bottom right: Boston Celtics playoff t-shirt concepts.
During the Celtics’ championship season of 2008, the
team, a client, reached out to allen & gerritsen to come
up with some ideas for t-shirt designs during the playoff
push.
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PETER CHARBONNEAU

CONTACT INFORMATION
PETERCHARBONNEAU.COM
PCHARB21@GMAIL.COM
@PCHARBONNEAU21
LINKEDIN.COM/PCHARBONNEAU21
FACEBOOK.COM/PCHARBONNEAU21
THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST!
INTEREST!

PETERCHARBONNEAUDOTCOM

